Compound focusing mirror and X-ray waveguide optics for coherent imaging and nano-diffraction
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A compound optical system for coherent focusing and imaging at the nanoscale is reported, realised by high-gain fixed-curvature elliptical mirrors in combination with X-ray waveguide optics or different cleaning apertures. The key optical concepts are illustrated, as implemented at the Göttingen Instrument for Nano-Imaging with X-rays (GINIX), installed at the P10 coherence beamline of the PETRA III storage ring at DESY, Hamburg, and examples for typical applications in biological imaging are given. Characteristic beam configurations with the recently achieved values are also described, meeting the different requirements of the applications, such as spot size, coherence or bandwidth. The emphasis of this work is on the different beam shaping, filtering and characterization methods.

1. Introduction

The advent of novel coherent X-ray imaging and microscopy techniques (Nugent, 2010; Quiney, 2010; Thibault & Elser, 2010) has created a need for optimized X-ray optical elements (Sakdinawat & Attwood, 2010; Schroer & Falkenberg, 2014) and systems delivering synchrotron radiation with desired coherence properties. For nanoscale resolution, the flux density has to be maximized by high-gain focusing, and at the same time the beam (‘probe’) has to be controlled in shape, wavefront, spectral content and coherence properties. Historically, nanoscale focusing of hard X-rays has been reached by very different and independent concepts, based on diffractive, refractive or reflective optics, as represented by the paradigmatic Fresnel zone plate, compound refractive lens or the elliptically curved Kirkpatrick–Baez (KB) focusing mirror. X-ray waveguides (WGs) have also created some early interest in view of nano-beam delivery (Feng et al., 1993), and more recently in view of unique opportunities to control coherence, mode structure and wavefronts of guided waves (Zwanenburg et al., 1999; Bergemann et al., 2003; Bukreeva et al., 2006; Osterhoff & Salditt, 2011). However, as isolated optical elements, the exit flux of two-dimensionally confining waveguide channels (Pfeiffer et al., 2002) was found prohibitively low for imaging applications. More recently, combinations of different optical elements and compound optical systems have been used to optimize nanoscale focusing (Jarre et al., 2005; Ruhlandt et al., 2012; Döring et al., 2013), which can include in particular a focusing and a filtering step (Jarre et al., 2005; Giewekemeyer et al., 2010; Krüger et al., 2010).

In this work we describe a modular compound nano-focus optical system, composed of a high-gain fixed-curvature (KB) mirror and a probe filtering module, based on cleaning apertures and/or X-ray waveguides. Different advantages and
imaging modalities enabled by this optical system are demonstrated with representative applications. The optical approach has been implemented at the Göttingen Instrument for Nano-Imaging with X-rays (GINIX), installed at the P10 coherence beamline of the PETRA III storage ring at DESY in Hamburg, Germany. Instrumental settings and optical parameters of the endstation are detailed for matter of concreteness. We highlight three imaging modalities enhanced by the system: (i) near-field phase contrast imaging, also denoted as in-line holographic imaging, (ii) far-field coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) with ptychographic phase retrieval, and (iii) scanning nano-diffraction, in the small-angle or wide-angle regime (scanning SAXS/WAXS). The first two modalities [(i), (ii)] both yield the projected electron density of the object \( o(x, y) \). However, the wavefield encoding \( o(x, y) \) is probed in very different diffraction regimes, far-field or near-field, depending on the object position, in the focal plane or at a defocus position, respectively. Both forms of coherent X-ray imaging overcome the requirement of model-based structure analysis by direct inversion of the diffraction data, but are governed by different properties of contrast transfer, phase retrieval, field of view and resolution. Near-field imaging (i) at high magnification and resolution relies on a nearly perfect quasi-spherical wavefront (probe), which imposes strong constraints on the probe preparation. One advantage of (i) over (ii) and also (iii) is that images can be recorded without scanning at variable field-of-view (FOV) and magnification. The last modality (iii) is closest to conventional diffraction studies, but with the added benefit of real-space resolution owing to the nanoscale beam size. The data are recorded in a tensor product space formed by two reciprocal dimensions and two real-space dimensions. The analysis is largely based on models and fitting of diffraction patterns in reciprocal space, as in conventional diffraction. In (iii) the real-space resolution is determined by the focal spot size, in contrast to (ii) CDI, where an oversampled far-field diffraction pattern is inverted by solving the phase problem. This was first achieved for the setting of a compact object with known support and coherent plane wave illumination (Miao et al., 1999; Chapman et al., 2006), and generalized later by ptychographic CDI (PCDI) to extended samples and non-idealized illumination (probe). Instead of a ‘compact object’, ptychography uses a compact probe and the partial overlap between illuminations of adjacent scan points to phase the diffraction pattern (Rodenburg et al., 2007; Thibault et al., 2008; Rodenburg, 2008). In its most advanced form, the constraint of separability allows for the reconstruction of both an unknown object \( o \) and unknown probe \( p \) (Thibault et al., 2008).

The near-field or holographic imaging, denoted as modality (i) above, can be distinguished from the far-field case (ii) CDI, as usual in terms of the Fresnel number \( F = a^2/(\lambda z) \), for given wavelength \( \lambda \) as a function of the propagation distance \( z \) to the detection plane. However, \( a \) may relate not only to a characteristic size of the object but equally to the probe (beam).

Hence it is often unclear how to use the Fresnel number in practice, and a better criterion to distinguish the regimes may be found by considering whether the detector receives signal from the object’s scattered wave and the primary beam (i), or only the object’s scattered wave (ii). In the second case (ii) of far-field diffraction, the primary beam impinges only on the central detector pixels, which are excluded from analysis, e.g. when covered by a beamstop (BS) to protect the detector. Even if a semi-transparent central stop is used (Wilke et al., 2013, 2014), the central pixels only ‘complement’ the ‘homo-dyne’ signal of the coherent diffraction pattern. This difference in how the signal is recorded entails a number of important consequences, concerning in particular the image and contrast formation, the scanning versus full-field character of the imaging mode, as well as the suitable phase retrieval/reconstruction algorithms. Most importantly, for the near-field or holographic approach (i), phase information of the scattered wave is directly encoded in the intensities by interference with the primary beam. By this holographic interference, a weak scattering amplitude can be amplified high above background signals of residual scatter, detector dark current or readout noise. In a hard X-ray nanofocus setup, the two modalities can both be accommodated by a simple change of sample location from a focus to a defocus position, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Along with this shift, an exchange of the detector is required, from a diffraction detector, e.g. single-photon-counting detector with large pixel size/large numerical aperture, to a high-resolution detector.

**Figure 1**

Different imaging modalities supported by the compound optical system. (a) For scanning nanobeam diffraction, the partially coherent KB beam (open KB entrance slits) is cleaned by two successive soft-edge apertures (A1, A2) to cut the KB tails, and the diffraction is recorded by a SAXS (D1) and WAXS (D2) detector, each with respective beam stops (BS). (b) For ptychography, the KB beam is made fully coherent by closing the entrance slits, and the probe can be compactified by pinholes (P) if necessary for sampling. (c) For holographic imaging with the KB beam, the sample is moved to a defocus position, and, after alignment with the pixel detector (D1), a high-resolution detector (D4) is used to record the hologram. (d) For holographic imaging with highest resolution, an X-ray waveguide (WG) is used to filter the probe. Thereby, artifacts related to the typical wavefront distortions of a KB beam can be avoided.
with small pixel size, covering the radiation cone of the diverging primary beam.

The central optical element supporting all three imaging modalities described here as implemented at GINIX is the fixed-curvature KB mirror system. KB mirrors are well established as highly efficient focusing optics for hard X-rays (Hignette et al., 2005; Matsuyama et al., 2006; Mimura et al., 2010). The high geometric acceptance and efficiency of KB mirrors enables unrivaled flux densities, while the relative large focal length, typically in the range $f \simeq 0.1$–0.4 m, provides a working distance which is compatible with most sample environments. KB mirrors consist of two orthogonal elliptically figured reflecting surfaces, which focus the source (undulator exit or beamline secondary source) positioned in the first focal point to the nanofocus image in the second focal point. If the reflection is operated in total external reflection, the focusing scheme is essentially non-dispersive and allows for particularly high spectral bandwidth.

Record beam sizes below 50 nm in 2D (Matsuyama et al., 2006) and 10 nm in 1D and 2D (Mimura et al., 2010, 2011) have been reported, but most standard settings are designed to be in the range $\Delta \simeq 100$–500 nm. Unless installed at very large distances behind the source (Takahashi et al., 2010), most KB mirrors operate under conditions of partial coherence, since the geometric acceptance exceeds the spatial coherence length. However, at the expense of flux density, one can select the coherent fraction of the incoming beam with apertures installed in front of the KB (Kewish et al., 2010a; Giewekemeyer et al., 2013). The resulting focal field is then fully coherent as required for coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) in the classical plane wave setting (sample smaller than $\Delta$) or in the ptychographic setting (scanning diffractive imaging).

Two of the imaging modalities addressed here are also highlighted for their diagnostics purpose for the beam (probe).

Firstly, for the fully coherent setting, we use ptychographic reconstruction of the focal or near-focal field distribution (Kewish et al., 2010a,b; Schropp et al., 2010; Guizar-Sicairos et al., 2010, 2011; Mastropietro et al., 2011; Höning et al., 2011; Giewekemeyer et al., 2013, 2014; Wilke et al., 2012, 2013, 2014). Secondly, for the partially coherent setting (fully opened KB entrance slits), waveguide optics are used to map out the intensity distribution in and around the focal plane.

2. Setup and waveguide optics

The GINIX endstation is installed in the second experimental hutch (EH2) of the PETRA III/P10 beamline. The beamline’s optical path with components and distances from the 5 m undulator source are sketched in Fig. 2(a). The main components of the endstation, KB mirrors, cleaning and waveguide optics, sample stage, online optical microscopes for alignment and inspection, flight path and detector bench, are shown in Fig. 2(b), followed by schematics and micrographs describing the waveguide optics [Figs. 2(c)–2(g)]. The KB focusing system of GINIX provides an X-ray nano-focus for the photon energy range between 6 and 14 keV (Kalbfliesch et al., 2011; Salditt et al., 2011; Kalbleisch, 2012; Bartels, 2013). Depending on orbit parameters, slit settings and alignment status, focal spot sizes down to about 200 nm $\times$ 200 nm (FWHM, as measured by waveguide scans) can be achieved with a flux larger than $10^{13}$ photons s$^{-1}$ (Salditt et al., 2011). For reasons of space, the description of the optical parameters, instrumentation (optics, sample environment, detectors), coarse and fine alignment procedures for the KB and waveguide system, as well as experimental details such as energy stability of the focal spot, are deferred to the supporting information, and we only briefly comment on the waveguide optics uniquely available at the endstation.

To insert the X-ray waveguides for holographic imaging or to scan through the KB focus for alignment and diagnostics, a custom-designed hexapod system (Smaract) is used. The centre of rotation can be conveniently shifted to the entrance of the waveguide, if needed selectively for each individual sample.

Figure 2

(a) Schematic of the P10 beamline and the GINIX endstation, with undulator (u29), double-crystal monochromator (mono), entrance slits (g1, g2) to the experimental hutches, fast shutter (fs), automated attenuators (att), KB clean-up slits (skb), the KB mirrors, the focal plane (F) and the detection plane (d), with the respective distances. (b) Close-up of the compound optical system with KB, beam selection aperture (ap), waveguide (WG), on-axis optical microscopes (mic, oav), an optional fluorescence detector (fluor), the cryojet sample environment (cryo), and the flight tube (ft) containing two beamstop holders (BS). (c) Electron micrograph of the sputtered thin-film sequence Ge/Mo/C/Mo/Ge used for the planar waveguide system (1DWG) (Krüger et al., 2012). (d) The 1DWG as seen in the on-axis optical microscope with the relevant coupling region for the beam polished by a focused ion beam. (e) Schematic of a two-dimensional waveguide system (2DWG) realised by crossing two 1DWG slices. (f) Schematic of a lithographic waveguide channel (air) capped by wafer bonding (Neubauer et al., 2014), with (g) a corresponding electron micrograph.
channel of a waveguide chip. Two different waveguide systems are available. Firstly, a system of crossed sputtered coated planar thin-film waveguides with guiding layer made of C in the thickness range $9 \text{ nm} < d < 80 \text{ nm}$, and a two-component Ge/Mo cladding, optimized for high transmission in the spectral range $11.1 \text{ keV} < E < 20 \text{ keV}$ (Salditt et al., 2008; Krüger et al., 2010, 2012). Secondly, 2D waveguide channels (air/vacuum) in silicon chips, fabricated by e-beam lithography, dry etching and wafer bonding (Giewekemeyer et al., 2010; Neubauer et al., 2014). Recent optimizations in design, fabrication and alignment resulted in a waveguide exit flux in the range $I_{\text{WG}} \approx O(10^4) - O(10^5)$ photons s$^{-1}$, using the KB system of GINIX. The alignment of optical components (waveguides, clean-up pinholes) and of the samples is facilitated by two optical on-axis microscopes (Kalbfleisch, 2012; Bartels, 2013), which are directed parallel (pre-focus) and anti-parallel (post-focus) to the beam. Both microscopes are compatible with in situ X-ray recordings, but are also fully motorized ($xyz$) to be moved out of the beam. As reflective optics, both KB and waveguides are essentially non-dispersive optical elements, and energy scans of the undulator and ptychography is also an extremely powerful diagnostic tool at the side of detectors. Sufficiently small pixel size, high count rate and high dynamic range are indispensable to exploit this probe.

Concerning sufficient sampling of the diffraction pattern, a classical criterion for maximum allowable pixel size is given by the CDI oversampling criterion $\sigma = p \lambda/(2z_L) \geq 2$ (Miao et al., 1999), which quantifies the sampling of the diffraction pattern for given wavelength $\lambda$, detector pixel size $p$, sample size $L$ and distance $z$ to the detector. The criterion warrants that each diffraction speckle is covered by at least two pixels in each direction, which limits the allowable sample size. Contrarily, ptychographic phase retrieval is compatible with unlimited sample size, but requires a compact probe, for which an equivalent sampling condition could be claimed, even if recent studies show that ptychography can tolerate under-sampling to some extent, so that this criterion may be overly restrictive [see for example Guizar-Sicairos et al. (2014) and references therein]. However, conservatively speaking, the beam size should be kept smaller than $p \lambda/(2z)$. It is important to note that ‘beam size’ in this context may not only designate the central width (FWHM) of the KB. In fact, a KB nano-focus is typically accompanied by pronounced tails which decay algebraically over distances exceeding the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the KB focal spot size $\Delta_{x/f}$ by one to two orders of magnitude. These tails influence the speckles in the detection plane. In order to maintain sufficient sampling (with respect to the available $p$), the KB beam can be ‘compactified’ by inserting pinholes fabricated by focused ion beam (FIB) milling (Giewekemeyer et al., 2013). At GINIX, the tails of the focused beam were initially confined by either a large pinhole with $8 \mu$m diameter positioned at $z_p \geq 4 \text{ mm}$ upstream from the focal plane, or a smaller pinhole of $1.4 \mu$m, positioned at $z_p \approx 0.5 \text{ mm}$. Pinhole alignment was facilitated by the two on-axis visible-light microscopes upstream and downstream of the focal plane. After insertion of the pinholes, successful reconstructions became possible, but at the expense of restricted free range for the sample (for example, impeding cryogenic sample environments) and of reduced tolerance with respect to beam drifts.

More recently, the use of soft-edge apertures well in front of the focal plane has replaced the pinholes, and the beamline slit system $g2$ about 3 m in front of the KB is used to define the input pupil, while the slits directly in front of the KB housing serve for clean-up, yielding cleaner tails with minimized side lobes. With such optimized KB probe conditioning, the probe is now amenable to ptychographic reconstruction in the least invasive way without creating new ‘scatter’ due to apertures (Wilke et al., 2015); see also Fig. 3 for a representative probe reconstruction at 13.8 keV under high-flux settings. An additional advantage is that the same soft-edge apertures can be used for ptychography and nano-diffraction, so that switching between the two configurations involves only slit and beam-stop settings.

Aside from sampling, the second technical challenge for ptychography with KB beams is related to the high flux and comparatively small cone beam angle, which delivers many photons into only a small number of detector pixels. This problem is much more severe for ptychography than for plane-
wave CDI, since intensity values need to be recorded also in the centre of the diffraction pattern, and cannot be simply blocked by a ‘beamstop’. A seemingly simple and obvious solution to the problem of limited dynamic range is therefore the use of a semi-transparent central stop (STCS), covering the entrance slits 100 μm × 100 μm, reconstructed from data recorded by the Lambda detector and without pinhole (dataset 3 of Wilke et al., 2015). (a) Amplitude and phase are drawn according to the colourbar next to the image. Vertical and horizontal line-cuts through the intensity in the focal plane yield FWHM = 217 nm and FWHM = 136 nm, respectively. (b, c) Intensity distribution as calculated from numerical propagation of the reconstructed field, in the (b) yx and (c) zx planes. (d) Normalized sharpness as obtained from an area integral of the squared intensity, along with a Lorentzian fit, yielding a depth of focus of 1.53 mm (FWHM). Scale bar in (a): 500 nm.

4. KB probe of scanning nanobeam-diffraction

Complementing optical fluorescence and electron microscopy, the emerging X-ray nano-diffraction and coherent imaging methods can help to shed light on unlabelled cellular structures in cells such as protein, fixed without slicing and staining, and even in live cells (Weinhausen et al., 2012, 2014; Priebe et al., 2014). Cellular biopolymer networks with associated motor proteins determine shapes, movements, elasticity and forces in cells and are also fascinating active soft matter systems. For a quantitative understanding and modelling, it is important to unravel the local structure of the biomolecular assemblies and networks. For example, the cytoskeletal actin network plays an essential role for directed cellular motion via actin polymerization/depolarization and bundling of filaments in the cortex. Scanning nano-beam diffraction combines high resolution in reciprocal space (by analysis of the diffraction patterns) with resolution in real space on the order of the beam size, i.e. for the present example in the range 200–400 nm, as defined by the KB focus, extending previous scanning SAXS experiments (Bunk et al., 2009) to nanoscale resolution in real space. The method can hence probe local structures (in reciprocal space) in the range smaller than the beam size down to the length scale given by a signal-to-noise cut-off. This cut-off depends on the order in the sample and is typically intermediate between length scales of the organelle and the molecular constituents. Using the optical scheme of KB focusing and cleaning presented here, scanning X-ray diffraction microscopy of different cell lines was successfully implemented for different states and environments, from freeze-dried states to biologically more relevant states such as cryogenically fixed (Priebe et al., 2014) as well as living hydrated cells (Weinhausen et al., 2014; Priebe et al., 2014). Notably, we have recently observed pronounced anisotropic flux density, hybrid detectors combine features of single-photon-counting (at low signal) and integrating counters (for high signal), such as the MM-PAD detector (Tate et al., 2013), which was successfully tested for ptychography at count rates of 10⁸ photons pixel⁻¹ s⁻¹ (8 keV) (Giewekemeyer et al., 2014). Geared towards fast readout and smaller pixel size of 55 μm, the new Lambda detector was also used for ptychography applications at GINIX (Wilke et al., 2015). In combination with optimized semi-transparent central stops, the high count rate of the detector has enabled reconstructions at an unprecedented flux density of 10⁹ photons nm⁻² s⁻¹. A further advantage of the Lambda detector is given by the partially sensitive pixels in the inter-module gaps, avoiding the missing data common for other pixel detectors. The small pixel size made it possible to achieve sufficient sampling also for higher photon energies than around 8 keV, notably for 13.8 keV, to dispense of the pinholes, and to open the slits used for KB illumination to 100 μm. The probe reconstruction resulting from this setting is shown in Fig. 3. For the scan, a Ta test sample (ATN/XRESO-50HC, NTT-AT, Japan) was scanned with 200 nm step size and 21 scan positions, with dwell time 50 ms (data not shown) (Wilke et al., 2015).
diffraction patterns in the cortex of migrating cells, which can be attributed to actin fibre bundles. In some cases, the local diffraction patterns consist of characteristic diffraction streaks very similar to what is observable for in vitro suspensions of actin and α-actinin (Töpperwien, Priebe, Salditt et al., unpublished). Such a signal could be explained by actomyosin fibre bundles oriented parallel to the cell-cortex. From automated analysis of the scanning diffraction data, the local anisotropy of the diffraction pattern can be determined, based on Fourier methods (Priebe et al., 2014) or principle component analysis of the covariance computed for the 2D diffraction pattern.

Fig. 4 shows results obtained for a Dictyostelium discoideum cell, a well known social amoeba and genetically controlled model organism for eukaryotic cellular migration. The cells have been cryogenically fixated by rapid plunging of cells in ultra-cold ethane using a grid plunger (GP1, Leica) followed by sample transfer into the cryogenic jet at GINIX. In other similar measurements, chemical fixation and even live cell imaging in microfluidic chambers (ibidi, Munich) has also been used. Cells are then selected by the optical on-axis microscope. We found that the jet system, which is significantly simpler than cryogenic sample environments in vacuum, is fully compatible with scanning transmission X-ray microscopy and even with ptychographic coherent diffractive imaging. For the dark-field overview scan shown in Fig. 4(a), the sample is aligned and scanned in the $E_\lambda = 7.9\,\text{keV}$ beam using a fast piezo stage. A full (small-angle) diffraction pattern is recorded at each pixel, and a darkfield map is generated by adding up the entire scattering around a mask (central stop, residual KB streaks). The beam was focused to 326 nm (H) × 392 nm (V) (FWHM), with a total photon flux of $I_0 = 1.1 \times 10^{11}$ photons s$^{-1}$, as measured with the Pilatus 300K, positioned 5.29 m behind the sample, which is placed in the focal plane of the KB. The local diffraction patterns exhibit a significant diversity which can be quantified in terms of anisotropy parameters and angularly averaged structure factors. The typical contrast modes extracted from the diffraction data by automated scripts created in this project are: dark-field, differential phase contrast and an anisotropy parameter (Priebe et al., 2014). The anisotropy reflects the local orientation of actin bundles and was found to be consistent with the ring-like or arc-like regions of enhanced myosin-II/actin concentration (contractile ring) observed with fluorescence microscopy. Beyond the orientation and the scattering intensity, many structural parameters can be deduced from the data, further efforts in modelling provided. Future work has to be directed towards quantitative modelling of the diffraction signal in terms of fibre bundle parameters (geometry, spacing, number of filaments). As a first step, a model based on a bundle of cylindrical Gaussian ‘cigars’ has been used to simulate the decay of scattering intensity along the streak as a function of momentum transfer $q_\perp$ (Priebe et al., 2014). Some streaks exhibit pronounced modulations (depending on the position in the cell), indicative of positional correlations between parallel filaments in a bundle.

First experiments on living cells have demonstrated that it should be possible to capture live structure in isolated diffraction shots during cellular locomotion. Suitable microfluidic sample chambers for in situ nano-beam X-ray diffraction have been developed based on home-built microfluidic chips (Weinhausen & Köster, 2013) or based on adaptations of commercial cell culture slides (ibidi) (Bernhardt et al., unpublished).

As a further example of nanobeam-diffraction, we present test measurements performed at GINIX on the myelin structure of sciatic neurons, isolated from wild-type mouse by a teased fibre preparation, to show the quality increase in the signal of the local diffraction patterns with respect to our earlier multimodal X-ray microscopy study (Ducic et al., 2011). The myelin sheath is well known as the multilamellar membrane structure formed by glia cells and wrapping around the neural axons in particular of the peripheral nervous system (PNS). It ensures electrical insulation of axons and fast saltatory nerve conduction based on its segmental structure along the axon, segmented by the nodes of
Ranvier. In the radial direction, the compact membrane structure exhibits a periodic structure with a lamellar periodicity \(d\) of around 16 nm, depending on neuron type, species and possibly state. The importance of myelin and its structure for signal conduction is shown from its important role in different neurological diseases, including multiple sclerosis. Unlike in classical myelin diffraction experiments, which average over the entire nerve, the local myelin structure becomes accessible from mappings of the diffraction signal along and across single nerve fibres. Important structural parameters such as the lamellar periodicity \(d\) (from the radial peak position), membrane orientation (from the angular orientation of diffraction peaks) and possibly parameters on the myelin order/disorder (from the peak width and intensity variations) can thus be accessed on a local scale. The requirements regarding beam preparation and instrumental settings, including nanobeam focusing and conditioning, detector dynamic range, as well as cryo-protection against radiation damage, have been addressed by Ducic et al. (2011).

With the improvements in beam conditioning as presented here, as well as the cryojet sample environment, the requirements for advanced biological nano-diffraction experiments have now been reached, and represent a significant step ahead with respect to the diffraction data recorded before (Ducic et al., 2011).

Fig. 5 shows typical diffraction signals, recorded in a recent test experiment at GINIX on freeze-dried single-fibre preparations, by scanning at 7.9 keV photon energy with a beam size of 280 nm (vertical) and 360 nm (horizontal). To minimize damage, the sample was kept in a cryogenic nitrogen gas jet (Oxford CryoSystems). A photograph of the sample mounted on a thin foil in the cryostream is shown in Fig. 5(a); an on-axis microscope image used for alignment is shown in Fig. 5(b). The corresponding X-ray dark-field map, Fig. 5(c), shows the contour of axon fibres, which lead to strong diffraction, exemplified for several scan points in Fig. 5(d). For each scan point, a diffraction image was recorded, using a Pilatus 100K pixel detector (Dectris), positioned 329 mm behind the sample (front detector bench). In some locations, the signal and lamellar ordering was found to be high enough to record higher lamellar reflection orders; see for example Fig. 5(f).

5. The waveguide probe for holographic imaging

Out of the three imaging modalities supported by the optical system, in-line holographic imaging in the high-magnification/high-resolution setting is the primary purpose for which it was designed and offers unique characteristics. The object transmission function \(o\) is reconstructed from the holographic intensity recorded in the divergent wavefield exiting the waveguide (Giewekemeyer et al., 2011; Bartels et al., 2012). The FOV and the geometric magnification \(M = 1 + z_{2}/z_{1}\) of the in-line hologram is adjusted by the object distance from the waveguide source \(z_{1}\), and the object-to-detector distance \(z_{2}\), following the principle of propagation imaging in diverging (cone) beams (Wilkins et al., 1996; Lagomarsino et al., 1997; Mokso et al., 2007).

The image formation is described by
\[
I(x, y) = |D_{M}(p(x, y), o(x, y))|^{2},
\]
where \(D_{M}\) is the free-space Fresnel propagator acting on the product of \(p\) and \(o\), and the effective propagation distance \(z = z_{2}/M\). \(p\) is the probe function, corresponding to the quasi-point source of the waveguide. Reconstruction is not limited to samples of finite support, and works even for a single acquisition, which is of advantage for tomography and time-resolved imaging. In contrast to far-field CDI and ptychography, the detector pixels are filled much more evenly, similar to radiographic imaging, avoiding complications associated with a high dynamic range of the signal, and in particular pixel saturation and loss of information due to beamstops. Despite its apparent simplicity, to date only few dedicated instruments are available for this form of cone-beam holographic imaging. The central challenge arises...
from focusing. Firstly, the resolution depends on the focal spot size and corresponding numerical aperture of the cone beam. Secondly, even if reaching a sufficiently small spot size $\Delta$, the idealized assumption of a clean spherical wavefront as emanating from an ideal point source poses some concern. In practice, the smaller the focal spot size, the more difficult it is to avoid aberrations and tails. The magnified near-field (in-line) holograms then become strongly corrupted impeding quantitative reconstructions. This effect cannot be simply corrected for by division by the empty beam intensity distribution (Hagemann et al., 2014). Instead, the complex illumination function (the ‘probe’) must then be reconstructed simultaneously with the object (Robisch & Salditt, 2013; Stockmar et al., 2013), or obtained in an independent procedure (Quiney et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2006; Putkunz et al., 2011; Abbey et al., 2008) in order to determine the correct complex-valued sample transmission function $o(x, y)$. Importantly, a complex-valued division in the sample plane, not the standard real-valued division in the detector plane, is required to correct for a non-ideal illumination. The extra information needed for reconstruction requires increased efforts in data recording by scanning laterally or longitudinally. To avoid such complications and to enable quantitative reconstruction from single distance/single images, the approach described here provides highly coherent and well controlled spherical wavefronts emitted by X-ray waveguides (Krüger et al., 2010, 2012; Neubauer et al., 2014) positioned in the KB focal plane (see the sketch in Fig. 1). Waveguide mode filtering significantly reduces wavefront aberrations and increases the spatial coherence. Importantly, the waveguide transmits only the radiation modes required for the coherent imaging process, and filters out background radiation, which is absorbed in the cladding (Osterhoff & Salditt, 2011). For the propagation of a smooth (Gaussian-like) waveguide probe, the approximation $I_z := |D_z(PO)|^2 \approx |D_z(P)|^2 |D_z(O)|^2$ is well satisfied, supporting artifact-free normalization by the empty beam $I_z^e := |D_z(P)|^2$, expressed by $I_z = I_z^e |D_z(O)|^2$. The normalized intensity is thus directly related to the transmission function $O = \exp(\frac{-i 2 \pi}{\lambda} \int_{-\Delta}^{\Delta} [\delta_h(x, y, z) - i \frac{\partial}{\partial x}] dz)$ of the object with thickness $\Delta$ and refractive index $n = 1 - \delta_h + i x \lambda$, in contrast to holography with unfiltered KB beams.

The magnified hologram directly represents the location and shape of the object, enabling easy sample alignment and providing a further (optional) constraint for iterative phase retrieval. Progress in fabrication of lithographic waveguide channels has helped to overcome the low efficiencies which have previously severely limited X-ray waveguide optics (Jarre et al., 2005), increasing the waveguide exit flux to $I_{WG} > 10^9$ photons s$^{-1}$ at a source size (FWHM) of 25.4 nm (horizontal) $\times$ 30.8 nm (vertical) in the waveguide exit plane (Bartels, 2013; Bartels et al., 2015), as determined by inverting the empty beam far-field pattern by an error-reduction algorithm (Krüger et al., 2012). Smaller spot sizes of around 10 nm can also be realised (Krüger et al., 2012), however, at reduced flux. For highest flux, for example as required for imaging with high temporal resolution, the pure KB beam can be used for holographic imaging; however, of course not with the same image quality and resolution.

Next to aberration-free wavefronts, suitable algorithms for quantitative image reconstruction have posed a second major challenge. Simple reconstruction based on back propagation of the measured hologram as in the original form of in-line holography (Gabor, 1948) proves to be flawed by strong artifacts. This is also known as the twin image problem of holography. Quantitative phase contrast imaging has become possible only by the advanced phase-retrieval algorithms devised in the modern era of digital holography, in particular concerning X-ray imaging (Paganin, 2006; Nugent, 2010; Quiney & Nugent, 2011). But most approaches and algorithms still relied on idealizations and linearization, based either on an expansion of $o$ (weak specimen), leading to analytical forms of the contrast-transfer function (CTF) (Cloe et al., 1999; Turner et al., 2004; Gureyev et al., 2004; Langer et al., 2012; Moosmann et al., 2013), or on the expansion of the propagator (Bronnikov, 1999; Krenkel et al., 2013), leading to the transport-of-intensity equation (TIE). Beyond the direct contrast regime $F \gg 1$, where the standard implementations of TIE-based reconstructions fail, or for samples which are not sufficiently weak (Guigay, 1977) to be treated by CTF-based reconstruction, further simplifications have been proposed such as a known coupling between the object’s dispersion and absorption properties (single material assumption) (Paganic et al., 2002). A priori information such as positive definiteness (Latychevskaia & Fink, 2007) for the phase, and even more so finite support, have also proven to increase reconstruction quality (Giewekemeyer et al., 2011), also for samples of general composition. More recently, we have proposed a generalized TIE approach (holo-TIE) valid for the entire range of $F$ (Krenkel et al., 2013), as well as a generalization of ptychography based on lateral and longitudinal shifts of the object in the beam, enabling simultaneous reconstruction of $o$ and $p$ without further constraints or restrictions (Robisch & Salditt, 2013).

X-ray holographic imaging using the optics described here has recently been demonstrated at 22 nm resolution for a test pattern, imaged with a FOV of about 20 $\mu$m $\times$ 40 $\mu$m, and for freeze-dried bacterial cells at about 53 nm resolution (Bartels et al., 2015). The images revealed dense structures of the bacterial nucleoids of *Deinococcus radiodurans* attributed to compactified DNA, which were also studied tomographically (Bartels et al., 2012). The dose efficiency was remarkably high, enabling quantitative phase contrast imaging of bacteria even in the hydrated and living state.

Fig. 6 illustrates coherent imaging with the waveguide probe in the (deep) holographic regime for $F \ll 1$, with holograms shown for (a) a test pattern, and (b) three *Deinococcus radiodurans* cells. The raw data hologram shown in (b) as recorded shows the image formation with the bacterial cells aligned in the centre of the primary beam. In contrast to far-field CDI where the centre is typically blocked by a central stop, the centre of the direct beam (waveguide probe) is the carrier of the signal and needs to be sampled at high frequency, *i.e.* with small detector pixels. The example of an
empty beam corrected hologram in (a) shows the holographic fringes with respect to the flat background (after empty beam division and raw data corrections), recorded with a test pattern milled by focused ion beam into a 200 nm-thick gold layer on 200 nm-thick Si$_3$N$_4$ over a total accumulation time of 30 s at 7.9 keV photon energy, waveguide-to-object distance $z_1 = 17.55$ mm, and detector distance $z_1 + z_2 = 5.13$ m. Interference fringes extend all the way to the corners of the diffraction pattern indicating a high-quality hologram. The phase reconstructed from this hologram is shown in Fig. 6(c), based on the algorithms presented by Giewekemeyer et al. (2011) and Bartels et al. (2015), which enforces compact object support as well as measured intensity values. Importantly, the support information required for this algorithm is retrieved from a deterministic holographic reconstruction and thus does not need prior information such as in CDI. The raw data of a holographic recording is illustrated in Fig. 6(b) for bacteria, before empty beam correction. Waveguide-enhanced holographic imaging can readily be extended to tomography, as demonstrated for Deinococcus radiodurans cells by Bartels et al. (2012). A corresponding rendering of the three-dimensional electron density distribution is shown in Fig. 6(d). The quantitative two-dimensional and three-dimensional phase retrieval reveals dense structures which may be associated with DNA rich bacterial nucleoids.

6. Conclusion and outlook

A unique aspect of the compound mirror–waveguide system discussed here is the delivery of quasi-spherical wavefronts emanating from a two-dimensional X-ray waveguide exit (Salditt et al., 2008; Giewekemeyer et al., 2010; Krüger et al., 2010), with controlled mode structure spot sizes down to sub-10 nm. The mode and coherence filtered waves are ideally suited for quantitative holographic image recording. Mode filtering minimizes wavefront distortions and artifacts encountered in many other hard X-ray focusing optics. This enables quantitative reconstruction of the object by robust phase-retrieval algorithms. By selecting the waveguide-to-sample distance, objects can be imaged at a single distance in a full-field configuration without scanning. Robust and quickly converging iterative reconstruction schemes can be applied to invert the holographic near-field diffraction patterns. Weakly scattering biological specimen can thus be phased even without exact knowledge of the illumination function. The method proved to be very dose-efficient providing images of cells at doses below $10^3$ Gy, and takes photon noise effects into account quantitatively (Giewekemeyer et al., 2011). The tomographic extension provides quantitative three-dimensional density reconstructions of biological cells and tissues (Bartels et al., 2012; Olendrowitz et al., 2012). To probe the three-dimensional structure of a larger specimen, the full-field holographic technique is of particular advantage, since it avoids the problem of overheads in detector readout which is pertinent in scanning three degrees of freedom (two translations, one tomographic rotation). In contrast to scanning SAXS or diffraction microscopy (ptychography), extended specimens from several cells and multicellular organisms to tissues up to the organ level of small animals can be covered in one or a few exposures, eventually enlarged by stitching. Using zoom magnification by defocus variation, the magnification and the FOV can easily be adapted and combined. At the same time the optical scheme is ideally suited for high-flux ptychographic phasing and scanning SAXS/WAXS applications, and a fast switch in imaging modality on the same sample is supported by the optical design. The advanced detection systems already tested for the KB nano-probe (Giewekemeyer et al., 2014; Wilke et al., 2014), but also the Eiger detector (Guizar-Sicairos et al., 2014), can cope with the high flux density.

As a future direction, the described optics and imaging scheme for all imaging modalities is compatible with pink beam operations, which would increase flux by one to two orders of magnitude. For scanning nano-diffraction in SAXS or even WAXS mode as long as weakly ordered systems are considered, the intrinsic undulator bandpath of $\Delta \lambda / \lambda \approx 0.006$ would not be prohibitively large, and hence even weakly scattering samples such as the hydrated cell in Fig. 4 could be acquired with dwell times of $\leq 10$ ms. Scanning with continuous motor movement and pixel detector technology for frame rates of $\geq 100$ Hz is already available, warranting a straightforward implementation of such a fast nano-diffraction mode. Concerning radiation damage, further studies should investigate whether a ‘diffract-and-destroy’ strategy can be adopted based on increased scanning speed to outrun diffusion-limited reactions of free radicals. For ptychography, pink beam operation could bring about higher robustness and reconstruction quality, by avoiding any vibrations associated with monochromator cooling. For small spot sizes, i.e. in the.
focal plane and super-resolution factors of $\leq 100$, speckle smearing by the bandpath could be neglected. A resolution of below 10 nm also for biological specimens could be a reasonable goal, but radiation damage is likely to be a show-stopper for many applications. Note that a ‘diffact-and-destroy’ strategy would be impeded by the required spatial overlap. Contrarily, waveguide-based holographic imaging is readily compatible with pink beam operations, and, since the sample is positioned out of focus, eventual radiation damage issues can be better controlled (by variation of $z_j$). Full-field images such as those shown in Fig. 6 could be accumulated within a second or less. Most importantly, fractionating a 1 s exposure over 100 or even 1000 acquisitions would help to minimize vibration- or drift-induced blurring of the holograms. Each of the acquisitions would have enough signal to allow for a cross-correlation and hence a drift-corrected hologram. Since the current resolution of about 20 nm (for test structures) is certainly limited by vibrations, this could be an important step forward along with more efforts into vibration control. Finally, pink beam operation could enable tomography with the KB beam at rates of a full tomogram per second, and spatial resolution in the range of 300 nm. In addition, pink beam operation could also significantly enhance time-resolved imaging and diffraction of soft matter and biomolecular samples in the pump–probe (Reusch et al., 2013) or stroboscopic scheme (Reusch et al., 2013). With an expected flux of $10^7$–$10^8$ photons in a single bunch, nano-focusing could be combined with single-bunch imaging.
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